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 90 likes Distance training and tutoring in a residential home is where you will benefit from the services of an experienced in-home teacher. You'll benefit from the atmosphere and the individual attention that is the hallmark of a home-based.[1]“In dealing with character, Milton uses the greatest of literary means: ‘Words…enact / As lively motions do the passions that they paint.’…In this sense, all of
his characters are active.”[2]“It is highly unlikely that any of the characters in Paradise Lost should appear in their naked state. They were created by God in the nude and it seems most unlikely that Milton would have altered the initial design. But it was not only to be a game of chase; it was to be a game played in pure innocence, a game played before the Fall. And the Fall affected Milton’s

conception of God.”[3]“Throughout Paradise Lost, Milton uses a variety of mythical motifs.”[4]“Though sometimes identified with the Fall, the first part of Paradise Lost is never directly linked to the expulsion from Eden. In order to distinguish this part of the poem from the Fall, Milton identifies it with the legends surrounding the birth of Christ.[5]“Milton does not call his poem a tragedy. But he
has used two of the elements of tragic drama: he has set a high dramatic action in a mythical setting, and he has exploited the ethical dilemma of characters caught between the demands of the moral world and the world of the passions.[6]”[7]“In Paradise Lost, Milton uses both action and speech to heighten dramatic effect.”[8]“Paradise Lost is a major work of English Literature and its content has

been seriously examined by a number of critics. In addition to the content of the poem, the relationship between Milton and his reader has been the subject of many studies.”[9]“Paradise Lost, along with Paradise Regained, is one of the most accessible works of English Literature. Both were easy to read and understood by the mass of the public.”[10]“Paradise Lost is an immortal masterpiece and has
remained a work of inspiration for many centuries.”[11]“Milton sought to represent the Fall as a cosmic event in the natural world.”[12]“Milton wrote Paradise 520fdb1ae7
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